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Introduction to the Report

The Philadelphia Bail Fund and Pennsylvanians for Modern Courts launched Philadelphia Bail Watch in April 2018 in order to shine a light on the city’s preliminary arraignment process.

What is Philadelphia Bail Watch?

Philadelphia Bail Watch is a volunteer court watch initiative that invites members of the public to observe preliminary arraignment hearings – the first stage of a criminal case in Philadelphia – in order to learn about the process and provide their perceptions of what they witness. By collecting and sharing the public’s perceptions of Philadelphia’s preliminary arraignment process, the Philadelphia Bail Fund and Pennsylvanians for Modern Courts seek to monitor the current process and advocate for improvements in Philadelphia’s preliminary arraignment process.

Why focus on preliminary arraignment?

Preliminary arraignment is a pivotal step in the criminal justice process. It determines whether and under what conditions a person charged with a crime will be released pretrial. The decisions made during a preliminary arraignment hearing have an outsized impact on case outcomes, people’s wellbeing, and overall criminal justice costs. Despite recent changes to the Philadelphia District Attorney’s approach to bail recommendations, cash bail continues to be set regularly. If a person cannot afford to post bail, as many cannot, she is incarcerated pretrial despite her presumed innocence.

What has Philadelphia Bail Watch done?

In the nearly six months since Philadelphia Bail Watch was launched, over 76 members of the public have volunteered their time to visit the Criminal Justice Center in downtown Philadelphia to observe bail hearings and provide their comments on what they witnessed. In total, volunteers have observed 611 hearings between April 19, 2018 and August 31, 2018. In 50.1% of these hearings, people were issued cash bail in amounts ranging from $300 to $750,000.
Why does this matter?

The observations of court watchers are illuminating for criminal justice stakeholders. Preliminary arraignment hearings in Philadelphia are held in the basement of the criminal courthouse, and while they occur every day, around the clock, they go largely unseen and unnoticed by the public. Court watchers provide a third-party, external view on the current preliminary arraignment process and serve as a critical check on the government’s work. As such, court watchers’ impressions and recommendations should be given due consideration.

What did Philadelphia Bail Watch find?

Overall, the main finding of Philadelphia Bail Watch volunteers is that Philadelphia’s preliminary arraignment system disadvantages individuals charged with crimes and, as a result, threatens one of the most sacred principles in our nation’s criminal justice system: a person is innocent until proven guilty.

What follows are the findings and recommendations of Philadelphia Bail Watch based on our work to date. Excerpts from court watchers’ observations are highlighted throughout this report.

We also asked several of Philadelphia Bail Fund’s clients about their experiences with the preliminary arraignment process. These are individuals for whom the Philadelphia Bail Fund has posted bail, allowing them to return to their families and the community while they fight their cases. Commentary from them about their lived experience going through a preliminary arraignment hearing via video conferencing is included in this report. We believe the experiences and voices of individuals accused of crimes should be lifted up and considered by policymakers.

What is next?

The Philadelphia Bail Fund and Pennsylvanians for Modern Courts present this report to the public, the courts, the offices of the District Attorney (DA) and Public Defender (PD), and other criminal justice stakeholders in an effort to highlight the public’s strong objections to the current preliminary arraignment process. The organizations expect that responsible policymakers will read this report and implement the report’s recommendations for reform. The Philadelphia Bail Fund and Pennsylvanians for Modern Courts recognize that systemic and comprehensive reform of Philadelphia’s preliminary arraignment and bail practices must take into consideration funding, organizational capacity, political pressures and other elements. And yet, many hours of observation have made clear that current practices
make unacceptable sacrifices of a person’s rights for the sake of efficiency. The organizations believe that the underlying value of upholding equal justice for all should be the driver of significant policy decisions among criminal justice system leaders. The organizations stand ready to support policymakers as they consider and implement these recommendations.

A note on language

In order to reform a criminal legal system that is not just, there must also be a consideration of the language used to describe the people whose lives are impacted by it. To shift the narrative, the labels placed on individuals by the criminal legal system should be ignored in favor of phrases that preserve dignity and respect an individual as a whole person — one who is not defined by their criminal charges or record. Where possible, the language in this report aims to humanize individuals in a system that often dehumanizes them.

The Philadelphia Bail Fund’s ultimate goal is to abolish the use of cash bail in Philadelphia. The findings and recommendations in this report are immediate responses and resolutions to the injustices and inequalities of current bail practices, but do not replace the need to move to a presumption of release before trial, except in the most exceptional circumstances.
Summary of Findings and Recommendations

Finding: The Use of Video Conferencing During Preliminary Arraignments Disadvantages Defendants

RECOMMENDATION
Philadelphia should cease its use of video conferencing for preliminary arraignment hearings and conduct all bail hearings in person.

Finding: Not Meeting with an Attorney Before Preliminary Arraignment Disadvantages Defendants

RECOMMENDATION
Philadelphia should give individuals an opportunity to meet with counsel in private before their bail hearings.

Finding: Magistrates’ Failure to Conduct Personalized Case Review and Inconsistent Decision-Making Disadvantages Defendants

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Philadelphia should cease the use of bail guidelines in hearings;
• Philadelphia should issue public guidance on what is required of magistrates to explain and do for each hearing;
• Philadelphia should require magistrates to state the reasons for their bail decisions on the record and find that no less restrictive alternative could reasonably ensure court appearance and public safety;
• Defendants should receive a written explanation of their individual bail decision alongside the information they already receive about their court dates and release conditions;
• Bail hearings should be recorded/transcribed;
• Philadelphia should increase training among court magistrates to address variation in decision-making; and
• Philadelphia should implement regular internal reviews of magisterial decisions in order to ensure consistency of bail decisions across the six magistrates. Analysis of magisterial decisions by race, gender, charges, hearing time and day, and other relevant factors should be conducted and any significant disparities should be immediately reviewed and corrected.
Finding: Preliminary Arraignment Defendants are Disproportionately People of Color

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Philadelphia should conduct research to identify, assess, and reduce racial disparity. Specifically:

“1. Determine whether the rate of minorities involved at any stage of the criminal justice system is disproportionate;
2. Assess the decision points where racial and ethnic disparities occur;
3. Identify plausible reasons for any disparity identified and the extent to which it is related to legitimate public safety objectives;
4. Design and implement strategies to reduce disparities; and
5. Monitor the effectiveness of strategies to reduce disparities.”¹

• Philadelphia should capture more detailed race/ethnicity data in docket sheets, including separately capturing Latinx as a data category.

• Philadelphia should “require training on race-sensitive pretrial decision making for all criminal justice officials involved in making or influencing pretrial decisions, including judges, prosecutors, defense counsel, pretrial program directors, and other service providers, as appropriate” at least annually.²

---


² Green, Mauer, and Nellis, “Reducing Racial Disparity in the Criminal Justice System,” 30.
Additional Findings and Recommendations

Finding: There are no publicly available summary data, published by the courts, on preliminary arraignment outcomes. Providing these data to the public would enhance transparency and allow interested stakeholders to more easily monitor the current process.

**RECOMMENDATION**

Release summary data on bail decisions to the public on at least a quarterly basis. This data should include summary bail decision data by defendants’ race, gender, charges, hearing time and day, and other relevant factors.

Finding: In some instances, the courts rely on emergency magistrates to administer preliminary arraignment hearings when a regular court magistrate is ill or unavailable. Volunteers observed even more discrepancy in the decision-making process among these emergency magistrates.

**RECOMMENDATION**

The use of emergency magistrates should be highly regulated and required training must be up-to-date in order to ensure compliance with court guidelines.

Volunteers were overwhelmingly struck by what they observed in bail hearings and felt that current practices should be reevaluated by the responsible policymakers.

Responsible and influential Philadelphia preliminary arraignment policymakers, including Philadelphia Municipal Court President Judge Marsha Neifield, Philadelphia District Attorney Larry Krasner and Philadelphia Chief Public Defender Keir Bradford-Grey should regularly observe preliminary arraignment hearings to see firsthand the unfairness inherent in the current system and monitor implementation of any reform initiatives.
Background

The Preliminary Arraignment Process

In Philadelphia, the District Attorney’s Office initiated prosecution in over 36,000 cases for people who were arrested in 2017. Through the first 8 months of 2018, the District Attorney’s Office initiated prosecution in over 21,000 cases. For each of these cases, the arrested individual must be given a preliminary arraignment hearing (also known as a bail hearing) within 48 hours of arrest.

“Philadelphia is one of the last big cities that fully embraces closed-circuit television systems for preliminary arraignment hearings.”

This means defendants are not physically present at their preliminary arraignment hearings, but rather appear over a closed-circuit television screen from a police precinct somewhere in Philadelphia.

At the preliminary arraignment hearing the court:

1. Tells the person what crime/s they are being charged with;
2. Informs the person of their rights;
3. Schedules the person’s preliminary hearing; and
4. Sets or denies bail.

A preliminary arraignment magistrate, sometimes referred to as a bail commissioner, executes these duties on behalf of the court. The magistrate determines the conditions of a person’s release or imprisonment until her case is adjudicated. This determination is supposed to be based on the following two main factors:

1. The likelihood the person will return for all future court dates, and
2. The likelihood the person will commit a serious crime in the community before her case is adjudicated.

If the magistrate finds that there is a significant risk that the person will not appear in court or will commit a serious crime, the magistrate can impose a range of conditions for a person’s release. Pennsylvania Rule of Criminal Procedure 524 details the five release types:

---

1. **Release on Recognizance (ROR):** Release conditioned only upon the defendant’s written agreement to appear when required and to comply with the conditions of the bail bond.

*ROR was assigned in 300 bail hearings (49%) observed by Philadelphia Bail Watch volunteers.*

2. **Release on Non-monetary Conditions:** Release conditioned upon the defendant’s agreement to comply with any non-monetary conditions, which the bail authority determines are reasonably necessary to ensure the defendant’s appearance and compliance with the conditions of the bail bond. For example, release might be conditioned on the requirement that the defendant report to pretrial services.

*Release on Non-monetary Conditions was assigned in 4 bail hearings (1%) observed by Philadelphia Bail Watch volunteers.*

3. **Release on Unsecured Bail Bond:** Release conditioned upon the defendant’s written agreement to be liable for a fixed sum of money if he or she fails to appear as required or fails to comply with the conditions of the bail bond. No money or other form of security is deposited.

*Release on Unsecured Bail Bond was assigned in 43 bail hearings (7%) observed by Philadelphia Bail Watch volunteers.*

4. **Release on Nominal Bail:** Release conditioned upon the defendant’s depositing a nominal amount of cash which the bail authority determines is sufficient security for the defendant’s release, such as $1.00, and the agreement of a designated person, organization, or bail agency to act as surety for the defendant.

*Release on Nominal Bond was assigned in 0 bail hearings (0%) observed by Philadelphia Bail Watch volunteers.*

5. **Release on a Monetary Condition:** Release conditioned upon the defendant’s compliance with a monetary condition imposed pursuant to Rule 528. The amount of the monetary condition shall not be greater than is necessary to reasonably ensure the defendant’s appearance and compliance with the conditions of the bail bond.

*Release on Monetary Conditions was assigned in 259 bail hearings (42%) observed by Philadelphia Bail Watch volunteers.*
Under certain circumstances a defendant is **denied bail** and held in jail throughout the duration of their case. These circumstances include (1) for capital offenses or for offenses for which the maximum sentence is life imprisonment; or (2) when the magistrate believes that no condition or combination of conditions other than imprisonment will reasonably assure the safety of any person and the community when the proof is evident or presumption great.

*Bail was denied in 5 bail hearings (1%) observed by Philadelphia Bail Watch volunteers.*

**The Participants Involved in Preliminary Arraignment**

A preliminary arraignment magistrate - often referred to as the bail commissioner - presides over preliminary arraignments. The magistrate is not a judge; they are appointed by the court to oversee preliminary arraignments and do not have to be trained as an attorney. In Philadelphia, there are currently six court magistrates who oversee the 24/7 preliminary arraignment courtroom.

Following arrest, individuals accused of crimes are transported to one of seven precincts throughout the city. The preliminary arraignment hearings are held in the basement of the Criminal Justice Center, located at 13th and Filbert Streets, with people appearing via video conference technology from the various precincts where they are detained. Individuals awaiting preliminary arraignment are often held in large, open rooms, with many other individuals - police officers and other arrestees - all around them.

In addition to the bail commissioner, a representative from the Defender Association of Philadelphia (Philadelphia’s Public Defender office, appointed in a majority of cases) is physically present at the Criminal Justice Center to participate in the hearings on behalf of the defendant. A representative from the District Attorney’s Office is likewise present, serving as the government’s representative on behalf of the prosecution. A clerk of court is present in the room as well, to track and file information about the hearings.

The public is able to observe the hearings as they occur, from behind a glass wall; sound is emitted to the defendant and the public via microphone technology.

*If microphones are turned off or moved away from the speaker’s mouth then only the people present inside the glass enclosure within the room can hear; the defendant and public observers are unable to hear conversation that is not broadcast over the microphones.*
How Hearings are Administered

- Hearings take place approximately every four hours, seven days a week
- The same magistrate presides over all hearings for a given “shift”
- Each hearing is short; the median length of time per case is approximately 2 minutes as observed by Philadelphia Bail Watch volunteers
- Most people charged with crimes do not speak with an attorney before or during the preliminary arraignment hearing
- If the court believes that an individual cannot afford to hire an attorney based on their income, they will be represented by the Defender Association or a court-appointed attorney. This was the case for 82.7% of hearings observed by Philadelphia Bail Watch volunteers
- The proceeding is informal: It is not recorded or transcribed, there is no court reporter present.
- Each magistrate has her own way of running preliminary hearings. Some ask the representative from the Public Defender’s Office to weigh in first on release recommendations, though most ask the representative from the District Attorney’s Office first; some provide explicit details about what a “stay away” order entails, others do not; some explain the purpose of the preliminary arraignment hearings and others do not.

- Frequently there are no lawyers in the room participating in the preliminary arraignment hearing. None of the current magistrates is an attorney, and non-attorneys (e.g. paralegals, interns) often represent both the Public Defender’s Office and the District Attorney’s Office at the hearings.4 Thus the hearings are typically run entirely without practicing attorneys. While the absence of attorneys does not imply wrongdoing, it is noted here because it is in stark contrast to all other criminal proceedings by the court.

---

4. The Defender Association is typically represented by licensed attorneys at weekend and evening hearings.
The Impact of Cash Bail and Pretrial Detention on Individuals Accused of Crimes

Despite recent changes to the Philadelphia District Attorney’s approach to bail recommendations, the District Attorney’s Office continues to regularly request cash bail, and cash bail is regularly set, including in many non-felony cases. The District Attorney’s bail requests and court magistrates’ bail decisions keep many people incarcerated prior to and throughout trial.

People of color are disproportionately subjected to pretrial incarceration. Studies demonstrate that cash bail is imposed more frequently and in higher amounts against Black and Latinx defendants as compared with similarly situated White defendants. Black and Latinx defendants are also more often unable to pay the cash bail amounts set in their cases as compared to White defendants.

Incarceration prior to and throughout trial (commonly referred to as “pretrial detention”) has a serious, negative impact on the outcome of an individual’s case. Research demonstrates that “pretrial detention significantly increases the probability of conviction, primarily through an increase in guilty pleas.” This effect has been demonstrated with data from Philadelphia, in particular.

Moreover, compared with individuals who are released pretrial, those subject to pretrial detention are far more likely to receive an incarceratory sentence if convicted, and on average receive much lengthier incarceratory sentences. Pretrial incarceration undermines a person’s ability to participate in his or her own defense and has been shown to increase a person’s likelihood of pleading guilty.


6. Id.


Beyond the negative legal consequences, pretrial detention also imposes the personal costs of incarceration on individuals who are considered by law to be innocent. This can mean losing one’s job, being separated from children and potentially having children removed from the home, having access to necessary medication or medical treatment cut off, and losing one’s home, to name just a few examples. Moreover, pretrial detention imposes the emotional trauma of incarceration on people who have not been convicted of any crime. Bureau of Justice Statistics reveal that suicide was the leading cause of death in jails between 2000 and 2013, and that four out of five of those incarcerated individuals who took their own life during that time frame were being held pretrial.\footnote{Scott Ginder, Margaret Noonan, and Harley Rohloff, U.S. Dep't of Justice, “Mortality in Local Jails and State Prisons, 2000-2013 – Statistical Tables,” Office of Justice Programs: Bureau of Justice Statistics (August 2015): 1-3, \url{https://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/mljsp0013st.pdf}.}
Appearing below are summary statistics from the 611 hearings observed by Philadelphia Bail Watch volunteers between April 19, 2018 and August 31, 2018. These statistics are meant to provide insight into what volunteers observed; they are not a rigorous or controlled statistical study of preliminary arraignments in Philadelphia.

Minimum, Maximum and Median Bail\(^\text{12}\) Assigned for the Five Most Frequent Lead Charges\(^\text{13}\) Observed by Philadelphia Bail Watch Volunteers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charge Number</th>
<th>Charge Description</th>
<th>Hearings Observed</th>
<th>Percentage of Observed Hearings</th>
<th>Min. Bail Assigned</th>
<th>Max Bail Assigned</th>
<th>Median Cash Bail Assigned(^\text{14})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35 § 780-113 §§ A30</td>
<td>Manufacture, Delivery, or Possession With Intent to Manufacture or Deliver [Controlled Substances]</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>$0 (ROR)</td>
<td>$750,000 (Monetary)</td>
<td>$6,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 § 3802</td>
<td>Driving Under the Influence</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>$0 (ROR)</td>
<td>$10,000 (Monetary)</td>
<td>$3,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 § 780-113 §§ A19</td>
<td>Purchase/Receipt of Controlled Substance</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>$0 (ROR)</td>
<td>$0 (Non-monetary)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 § 780-113 §§ A16</td>
<td>Intentional Possession of Controlled Substance</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>$0 (ROR)</td>
<td>$5,000 (Monetary)</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 § 2702</td>
<td>Aggravated Assault</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>$0 (ROR)</td>
<td>$100,000 (Monetary)</td>
<td>$7,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: In total Philadelphia Bail Watch volunteers observed 611 hearings, which included 82 unique charge numbers. In most cases, people are charged with multiple offenses. This chart sums the five most frequent offenses observed, based on the lead charge listed in the “Charges” section of the docket sheet.

---

12. Bail data do not control for case history.
13. Based on the lead charge listed in a docket’s “Charges” section.
14. In the order as they are listed above, the proportion of cases with each leading charge that had cash bail assigned were: 72.9%, 13.3%, 0%, 10.5%, and 97.9%.
### Cases Observed by Philadelphia Bail Watch Volunteers by Release Condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Release Type</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Release on Recognizance</td>
<td>300 Cases</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release on Non-Monetary Conditions</td>
<td>4 Cases</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release on Unsecured Bail Bond</td>
<td>43 Cases</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release on Nominal Bond</td>
<td>0 Cases</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release on Monetary Conditions</td>
<td>259 Cases</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denied Bail</td>
<td>5 Cases</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>611</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Average and Median Bail\(^{15}\) by Race/Ethnicity\(^{16}\) and Sex of Defendants for Cases Observed by Philadelphia Bail Watch Volunteers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race and Sex</th>
<th>Number of Hearings Observed</th>
<th>Percentage of Total Hearings Observed</th>
<th>Average Bail</th>
<th>Median Bail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black Male</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>$27,040</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Female</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>$12,600</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Latino or Other Male</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>$20,560</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Latina or Other Female</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>$4,140</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>611</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
<td><strong>$21,760</strong></td>
<td><strong>$300</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Race and Sex of Philadelphia Court Magistrates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race and Sex</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black Male</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Female</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Male</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Female</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>6</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

15. Bail data do not control for criminal history or charges.
16. Court docket sheets do not distinguish between White and Latinx defendants. As a result, this table groups all White, Latinx and other defendants, including those for whom race was left unspecified, into a single group.
Findings and Recommendations

Finding: The Use of Video Conferencing During Preliminary Arraignments Disadvantages Defendants

Nearly all Philadelphia Bail Watch volunteers concluded that the system of video conferencing is “dehumanizing” or otherwise has a depersonalizing effect, and likely negatively impacts arraignment outcomes for the defendant.

Below are some of the observations from Bail Watch volunteers:

“I think it’s terrible. It depersonalizes the process exponentially. It also increases the speed and I think is incredibly unfair for the defendant.”

“I think it’s completely unfair. These are peoples’ lives at stake, forced to sit through a video process where half of the time they cannot hear anything that’s going on, being defended by a public defender they have never seen before or had a chance to even ever talk to.”

“It’s so easy to ignore the defendant and you can see them shut down and get quiet because they don’t feel like anyone will listen to them.”

“I hate it, it really dehumanizes the defendant--couldn’t see the whole face. Also the video is sometimes muffled with a lot of background noise and it’s hard to hear.”

“Very dehumanizing and isolating, hard to see defendants, hard to hear them, probably hard for them to communicate with magistrate and public defender/District Attorney rep.”

“If I was a defendant, I would like to be heard if I had something to say. I would like to see and hear everyone who is part of making decisions. I would like to be able to address things I didn’t understand.”

“One defendant raised his hand and said ‘excuse me’ to which no one responded or perhaps even noticed. I wonder what it would have been like if the defendant was actually in the room and couldn’t be ignored.”
Below are some of the observations from Philadelphia Bail Fund clients:

“I was treated like I was guilty...treated horribly. The commissioner didn’t care what I had to say. They were discussing my case and I couldn’t say anything. I was being accused of things, but I felt like a fly on the wall.”

“I heard all the questions they asked me but I couldn’t hear when they were talking to each other. It was kind of hard to hear...and I was tired and dehydrated.”

“I don’t think anything could be more impersonal than sitting there learning your fate from a TV screen. You can’t plead your case, you can’t state what actually happened, you can’t do any of that. They tell you to sit down, shut up, speak when spoken to.”

“Could vaguely hear stuff...very staticky. Video screen kept going in and out.”

Volunteers observed that people on screen are easily ignored with video conferencing and often displayed little or no understanding of the proceedings taking place.

- Volunteers observed multiple instances in which people on screen asked questions about the arraignment process or asked to speak to magistrates.
- On some occasions, instead of responding to the question, the arraignment magistrate simply switched the channel to the next police district or ignored the request. In other instances, individuals were told to speak with their lawyer at a later date.
- At times, a representative from the Public Defender’s office advised the person not to speak in order to protect against self-incrimination and offered to answer the person’s questions at a later date during a private meeting.
- In rare instances when a person on screen asked a question and the magistrate or public defender representative answered the question, they did so hastily.

The ability to simply “switch off” or ignore a person through the use of video is just one example of how video technology often serves to undermine the dignity of individuals accused of crimes. When people appear before judicial officers in person, it is much harder to ignore their questions and concerns.
Volunteers observed that people charged with crimes are often unable to witness their hearing.

- Volunteers observed on numerous occasions that magistrates and representatives from the District Attorney’s office and Public Defender’s office would speak about a person’s case before or after they were present on the video conference, ensuring that the person was not present as some of the facts and arguments surrounding their case were discussed.

- Volunteers also observed various occasions where magistrates and representatives from the District Attorney’s office and Public Defender’s office intentionally turned off their microphone so that they could speak about a person’s case in front of the person without being heard by the person or the observers.

- For some hearings, bail determinations were made without the defendant ever present. Rather, the magistrate discussed the facts of the case and heard recommendations from representatives from the District Attorney’s office and Public Defender’s office and made bail determinations without any person on the screen. Then, the magistrate would turn on the video conferencing technology and simply read the bail decision that had been previously determined to the individual.

The use of video conferencing means that the court has outsized control over what an individual can hear and see at their own hearing. When a person is not present at their own hearing, or if they cannot hear all of the discussion surrounding their hearing, they cannot fully advocate for themselves and correct inaccuracies.

Volunteers observed that video conferencing technology often had poor audiovisual quality.

- Volunteers observed that often times the person’s face was partially or completely obscured on the screen. At times the magistrate could not even tell whether the person was present and would ask them to move closer or farther away from the camera. At certain police districts, the camera is positioned at the top of people’s heads, making it hard or impossible to see people on screen.

- Volunteers also observed very poor sound quality through video conferencing. This is due, in part, to the conditions in police districts where people are in a large room alongside other defendants and officers who are talking, which makes it hard for the individual, the court magistrate and others to hear.
• Many times, volunteers observed that defendants and magistrates asked for information to be repeated because of an inability to hear one another.

Bail decisions based on incomplete information and errors are more likely when a person is not able to fully see, hear or participate in their preliminary arraignment hearing, and if the court magistrate and representatives from the District Attorney’s office and Public Defender’s office cannot fully see or hear the individual.

Research supports volunteers’ observations that video conferencing disadvantages people charged with crimes

• A 2010 study in Chicago found that bail amounts increase by an average of 51% when video conferencing technology is used in place of having defendants appear in person.17 As a result, Chicago eliminated its video conferencing system and people appear in person for their bail hearings.

• One case study on the use of closed-circuit television (CCTV) to conduct bail hearings in Baltimore courts concluded that “CCTV leaves accused individuals without constitutional safeguards and makes them vulnerable to an erroneous deprivation of liberty, which uproots the organization of their lives and negatively affects trial outcomes... CCTV bail reviews strip away the rights and liberty interests of accused individuals only to further administrative convenience.”18

**Recommendation:**

_Philadelphia should cease its use of video conferencing for preliminary arraignment hearings and conduct all bail hearings with the defendant in person._


Finding: Not Meeting with an Attorney Before Preliminary Arraignment Disadvantages Defendants

Volunteers consistently found that the total lack of communication between attorney and client resulted in extremely limited, impersonal advocacy during hearings, and often left defendants confused about the process and with questions unanswered.

Below are some of the observations from Bail Watch volunteers:

“It felt like defendants were just alone via video with the magistrate and DA both of which seemed not on their side.”

“The defendant sometimes told the magistrate sensitive information about their case. They should either have an attorney with them or be told clearly beforehand by the magistrate that giving information about their case at this stage may harm their defense.”

“The public defender made very brief (i.e. one sentence) statements in a few of the hearings.”

“Most often, [the public defender] was telling the defendant not to speak about the case.”

“The most frustrating part was how the defendants were treated when they asked questions. They were spoken down to, questions were not answered clearly, and they weren’t allowed to follow up.”

“One man could not understand why it was in his interest to receive credit for bail (he had to be detained anyway for breaking his parole). After one quick attempt to explain, the magistrate gave up and gave the man bail anyway.”

“I found explanations by the magistrate and DA and PD very confusing. I think the defendants did too.”

“I don’t think a lot of defendants understood what was going on. They couldn’t even hear side conversations.”

“I often got lost in the language. Even defendants that ask for clarification just get the same words spewed back at them.”

“The magistrate sometimes ignored the defendant’s questions because he felt he was being interrupted and then didn’t address them after. When he did try to answer questions, his responses were using legal jargon not very accessible to the defendant.”
Below are some of the observations from Philadelphia Bail Fund clients:

“[The public defender] didn’t really speak much. It’s hard for them to do you justice when they don’t know you or haven’t spoken to you.”

“I wouldn’t know if [the public defender] was trying to help; I couldn’t hear what they was talking about or understand.”

“There’s a lack of information and resources. The public defenders don’t have the same resources that the DA and police have. So how can the judicial system even seem fair?”

“You’re tried like you’re criminal before you’re found guilty or innocent.”

People charged with crimes do not have access to counsel before their preliminary arraignment hearing, except in limited circumstances where a person has financial means and can act quickly to hire private counsel. There is no mechanism in place for public defenders, present at the Criminal Justice Center, to have a conversation with their clients who are held in precincts around the city, prior to preliminary arraignment hearings being conducted.

Volunteers observed that advocacy by the public defender representative was generic and impersonal, when offered at all.

- Unable to meet with and learn about the lives of their clients before hearings, public defenders have little information with which to put on a strong defense and, as a consequence, rarely say anything on behalf of their clients.
- Volunteers observed multiple magistrates explicitly state that they are setting unaffordable bail to hold someone. Yet, according to the Comment to Pennsylvania Rule of Criminal Procedure 524, “No condition of release, whether nonmonetary or monetary, should ever be imposed for the sole purpose of ensuring that a defendant remains incarcerated until trial.”
- Effective representation at bail hearings is proven to help people receive more favorable and fairer release conditions in other jurisdictions, but individuals here in Philadelphia are unable to benefit from personalized advocacy.

Volunteers observed that without the chance to speak with a lawyer prior to the hearing, people were often confused during their hearings or had questions that went unanswered.

- Because defense attorneys do not have an opportunity to explain to clients how bail hearings work, clients often appear as if they do not understand the proceedings that will determine their freedom.
- Volunteers observed that many people are clearly confused or can only partially hear what is said at their hearings.
- Without an opportunity to speak with counsel before or immediately after the hearing, people’s questions go unanswered until the first time they meet with their lawyer following preliminary arraignment (often days or weeks later).

People often begin speaking about the facts of their case mid-hearing, only to be silenced by the public defender who speaks over them to urge them to refrain from discussing these details. Without access to legal counsel prior to the hearing, individuals have no way of knowing that speaking up in this way could be detrimental to their case.

- Individuals also have virtually no way of safely conveying facts that could be helpful to their case to a representative from the Public Defender’s Office in advance of, or during, the preliminary arraignment hearing.
- In a few instances Philadelphia Bail Watch volunteers observed a representative from the Public Defender’s Office raise a question about the validity of an arrest or charge and the magistrate refused to consider it.
- In three instances, Philadelphia Bail Watch volunteers observed a representative from the Public Defender’s Office request the opportunity to speak privately with a client via CCTV before proceeding. In those instances, the magistrate granted the request and had everyone clear the courtroom so that the client could with a representative from the Public Defender’s Office without the court magistrate or representative from the District Attorney’s Office present. Nevertheless, these conversations should not be considered private given that the individual is often sitting alongside other arrestees and is in the presence of police officers.
The practice of denying individuals accused of crimes the opportunity to meet with their attorneys prior to preliminary arraignment not only undermines their position at the hearing and denies them the opportunity to ask sensitive questions about their case, it also directly violates the Pennsylvania Administrative Code.

- The Administrative Code is the legal source that permits Preliminary Arraignments to be conducted via video conferencing: “In the discretion of the issuing authority, the preliminary arraignment of the defendant may be conducted by using two-way simultaneous audio-visual communication.”

- That very section goes on to require that when counsel is present, the opportunity for confidential communication between defense counsel and client is mandatory: “When counsel for the defendant is present, the defendant must be permitted to communicate fully and confidentially with defense counsel immediately prior to and during the preliminary arraignment.”

The present circumstances, which make full and confidential communication between public defenders and their clients prior to and during preliminary arraignment nearly impossible, violate the important right of people charged with crimes - as established by the Pennsylvania Administrative Code - to be able to engage in this type of communication.

**Recommendation:**

*Philadelphia should give people an opportunity to meet with counsel in private before their bail hearings*

---
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**Finding: Magistrates’ Failure to Conduct Personalized Case Review and Inconsistent Decision-Making Disadvantages Defendants**

Volunteers consistently observed that arraignment magistrates move extremely quickly through hearings, rarely appearing to engage in personalized review of the person or case at hand. Further, an observed variation in bail decisions both among different magistrates and by the same magistrate at different times appears arbitrary because magistrates regularly fail to offer any reasons to explain the variation between decisions.

Below are some of the observations from Bail Watch volunteers:

”High cash bails are being set with no concern for what people can afford or very little about them.”

”The magistrate never asked about the defendant’s ability to pay or if there were any resources for support in the case the defendant could not.”

”It was so quick! I was surprised at how little the magistrate read the facts of the case and listened to the defendant before making a decision.”

”[The magistrate] appeared to be rushed, perfunctory, callous, and seemingly arbitrary in his approach.”

”The magistrate seemed to make the decisions very quickly and rarely asked any questions to either the DA or PD.”

”[T]he magistrate just gets to choose a number for bail.”

”It was very fast and not enough time to truly consider individuals as individuals.”

”The speediness of the hearings is like traffic court only these hearings determine whether or not you are held in pretrial detention.”

”It was like 2-3 minutes each. It seemed ridiculously short as this is an event determining someone’s freedom.”
Below are some of the observations from Philadelphia Bail Fund clients:

“[The magistrate is] just fast and unfair and not taking into consideration the welfare of the defendant sitting in the jail.”

“I told her I was unemployed. They were negotiating about my bail. The commissioner said, ‘I’m going to make it $100,000. He’s not working, so he can’t pay it anyway.’ That’s word for word - I won’t forget that.”

“Very short. They don’t even have the time to think about the case... They don’t care, and the time it takes them to make a decision shows that. Courts only want money.”

“[Bail] was more than what I expected or felt was fair; even the police officer who locked me up told me I wouldn’t have to pay as much as [the magistrate] told me.”

“It shouldn’t be whether or not you can give them money to let you back out, but whether or not they have the evidence to have you arrested and incarcerated. That should be taken into account in the preliminary arraignment. You should have the evidence.”

“People sitting there making judgments about people’s lives, not caring about the impact. They’re sitting there pretending like they don’t just care about the money.”

Volunteers observed that arraignment magistrates rarely appear to take into consideration people’s abilities to pay when setting bail.

- Unaffordable bail amounts are often set even when the individual accused of a crime is indigent and has been assigned a public defender.
- In one particularly illustrative example, the magistrate and Public Defender representative debated the level of cash bail for an individual who was homeless and accused of simple assault. Ultimately the magistrate issued $1,000 bail ($100 + $10 fee required for release), which he considered as “nominal” despite knowledge that the person had no income and was homeless. Without the Philadelphia Bail Fund’s assistance, the individual would have been incarcerated at least until his early bail review and perhaps until trial.
In the early 1980s, Philadelphia introduced bail guidelines that recommend bail amounts based on the severity of a person’s criminal charges and prior criminal history.

Using bail guidelines and schedules, based on the severity of a person’s charge and their criminal history, presumptively sets bail for hundreds of people who are not able to afford it.

- Volunteers observed magistrates reference bail guidelines, at times, to justify setting bails that ignore a Public Defender representative’s advocacy.
- At times, volunteers observed the magistrate debating with the Public Defender and District Attorney representatives about whether or not the “guidelines” had been updated or were accurate for specific charges, calling into question the very legitimacy of these guidelines.

Volunteers observed that magistrates rarely take the time to explicitly consider all of the various factors that the law requires them to consider before setting bail in a particular case. The very short length of hearings calls into doubt the extent to which magistrates meaningfully consider these factors at all.

- These factors include the person’s family relationships, the person’s ties to the community, the person’s mental health, and the person’s financial ability to post bail.22
- Additionally, magistrates often refuse to consider any case-specific information that may bear on the likelihood of conviction, clearly ignoring one of the statutory factors that the law requires them to consider when setting bail. Pennsylvania Rule of Criminal Procedure 523(A) requires magistrates to consider “the nature of the offense charged and any mitigating or aggravating factors that may bear upon the likelihood of conviction and possible penalty.”23
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Research demonstrates that a person's release conditions vary significantly based on which Philadelphia magistrate they are assigned.\(^{24}\) In addition, research suggests that irrelevant and inappropriate factors, such as the time of day and where among a magistrate's caseload a person falls, can have an impact on bail decisions.\(^{25}\)

- Volunteers observed two people arraigned by the same magistrate on the same day receive different bail outcomes despite being charged with the same offenses: 18 § 6106 Firearms W/O License and 18 § 6108 Carrying Firearms in Public. While one person – an African American male with no prior arrest history – was assigned $20,000.00 cash bail, the other person – a white female with a prior arrest and conviction history – was assigned $75,000.00 sign on bond (also known as unsecured bail bond), meaning she was released on her signature without being required to make any bail payment to secure her release.

- On one day, volunteers observed a pregnant African American female assigned $25,000.00 cash bail for being charged with Possession Instrument of Crime W/Int (18 § 907), Simple Assault (18 § 2701), and Reckless Endangering Another Person (18 § 2705). On another day, a young African American male facing the same charges and more (18 § 2702 Aggravated Assault, 18 § 903 Conspiracy, and an additional Possession Instrument of Crime W/Int charge) was assigned $7,500.00 cash bail. Neither person had a prior arrest history.

- The examples above are based on the observations of volunteers and a review of people’s dockets and court histories. It is possible other factors (such as the person’s family relationships, the person’s ties to the community, the person’s mental health, and the person’s financial ability to post bail) could account for the stark differences in release conditions; however, as mentioned previously, magistrates rarely take the time to explicitly consider these factors during bail hearings.


Arraignment magistrates do not articulate in writing any reasons or factual findings that form the basis of their bail decision. The basis for a particular decision is also rarely communicated verbally to the defendant, the Public Defender or District Attorney representatives, and any observers.

**Recommendations:**

- **Philadelphia should cease the use of bail guidelines in hearings;**

- **Philadelphia should issue public guidance on what is required of magistrates to explain and do for each hearing;**

- **Philadelphia should require magistrates to state the reasons for their bail decisions on the record and find that no less restrictive alternative could reasonably ensure court appearance and public safety;**

- **Defendants should receive a written explanation of their bail decision alongside the information they already receive about their court dates and release conditions;**

- **Bail hearings should be recorded/transcribed;**

- **Philadelphia should increase training among court magistrates to address variation in decision making; and**

- **Philadelphia should conduct regular internal reviews of magisterial decisions in order to ensure consistency of bail decisions across the six magistrates. Analysis of magisterial decisions by race, gender, charges, hearing time and day, and other relevant factors should be conducted and any significant disparities should be immediately reviewed and corrected.**
Finding: Preliminary Arraignment Defendants are Disproportionately People of Color

Many volunteers expressed concern about the racial and gender dynamics in preliminary arraignment hearings. Volunteers observed that a disproportionate number of defendants are people of color as compared with the general population of Philadelphia. By contrast, volunteers noted that the court magistrate and District Attorney representatives were disproportionately White men. Through their observations, volunteers questioned whether this imbalance disadvantages non-White individuals.

Below are some of the observations from Bail Watch volunteers:

“The PD was the only woman and person of color of the three--I wondered about this impact. I also felt she wasn’t respected/listened to.”

“All white males - DA, PD, magistrate and assistance.”

“I saw a lot of black faces [on the CCTV] and I imagine this is in part due to the over-policing of black communities.”

“I felt like a [it was] a representation of systemic inequities and arbitrariness in the criminal justice system, namely that seemingly unqualified (non-attorneys) white men were setting bail (terms of freedom) for mostly black men+women with mostly low-level charges. It didn’t seem like the magistrate had a consistent set of guidelines or consideration he employed in setting bail, and in fact there was a lot of room for bias - including racial + gender - to inform the conditions of defendants’ freedom. Specifically there was a racist undertone to the magistrate’s notion of what/who constituted a ‘threat to the community.’”

“There are certainly a lot of power dynamics, race dynamics and gender dynamics at play here.”

“In between hearings the magistrate, in an attempt to justify her decisions, stated, ‘these people can afford to pay for their nails and hair; they certainly can afford to pay bail.’ The racial overtones in her comments were shocking. I was outraged and so were the other watchers in the room.”
The racial makeup of Philadelphia as of 2017 was: 44% Black; 35% White (not Hispanic or Latinx); 15% Hispanic or Latinx (race can be White, Black, multiple); and 8% Asian.26 Meanwhile, of the 611 hearings that volunteers observed, 60% of defendants were Black and 40% were White, Latinx and other. Court docket sheets do not include Latinx/Hispanic as a category and it is not clear how and whether other races are captured. Therefore, further disaggregation is not possible in this report. Volunteers also observed that four of the six court magistrates (67%) were White men and all District Attorney representatives were perceived to be White men with the exception of one White woman.

While the race and gender of decision-makers are not indicative of their decision-making process, recent research suggests that Philadelphia magistrates make racially biased prediction errors against Black defendants.27 And, as noted on page 15 of this report, studies show that White defendants receive more favorable bail determinations than similarly situated Black defendants. Black and Latinx defendants are also more often unable to pay the cash bail amounts set in their cases as compared to White defendants.28

Structural racism has and continues to plague the United States, including Philadelphia, and the recommendations that follow are meant to be additive to the much deeper, transformational changes that are required in order to achieve racial equity in public policy and beyond. In other words, the following recommendations are included because the Philadelphia Bail Fund and Pennsylvanians for Modern Courts believe they address immediate, glaring injustices in the criminal legal system in Philadelphia. They alone are far from sufficient for achieving racial equity in the criminal legal system.

The majority of the recommendations that follow are taken from The Sentencing Project’s “Reducing Racial Disparity in the Criminal Justice System: A Manual for Practitioners and Policymakers,” second edition, 2008. All recommendations included in The Sentencing Project’s report are worth due consideration, but for the purposes of the Philadelphia Bail Watch report, two global recommendations from this report are included.

---

26. Data taken from July 1, 2017 Census Bureau population estimates data. The Census Bureau data includes data on additional racial and ethnic groups not detailed.
Recommendations:

• Philadelphia should conduct research to identify, assess, and reduce racial disparity. Specifically:

  “1. Determine whether the rate of minorities involved at any stage of the criminal justice system is disproportionate;

  2. Assess the decision points where racial and ethnic disparities occur;

  3. Identify plausible reasons for any disparity identified and the extent to which it is related to legitimate public safety objectives;

  4. Design and implement strategies to reduce disparities; and

  5. Monitor the effectiveness of strategies to reduce disparities.”

• Philadelphia should capture more detailed race/ethnicity data in docket sheets, including separately capturing Latinx as a data category.

• Philadelphia should “require training on race-sensitive pretrial decision making for all criminal justice officials involved in making or influencing pretrial decisions, including judges, prosecutors, defense counsel, pretrial program directors, and other service providers, as appropriate” at least annually.

30. Id., 30.
Additional Findings and Recommendations

Finding: There are no publicly available summary data, published by the courts, on preliminary arraignment outcomes or types of release. Providing these data to the public would enhance transparency and allow interested stakeholders to more easily monitor the current process.

Recommendation:
Release summary data on bail decisions to the public on at least a quarterly basis. This data should include summary bail decision data by defendants’ race, gender, charges, hearing time and day, and other relevant factors.

Finding: In some instances, the courts rely on emergency magistrates to administer preliminary arraignment hearings when a regular court magistrate is ill or unavailable. Volunteers observed even more discrepancy in the decision-making process among these emergency magistrates.

Recommendation:
The use of emergency magistrates should be highly regulated and required training must be up-to-date in order to ensure compliance with court guidelines.

Volunteers were overwhelmingly struck by what they observed in bail hearings and felt that current practices should be reevaluated by the responsible policymakers.

Responsible and influential Philadelphia preliminary arraignment policymakers, including Philadelphia Municipal Court President Judge Marsha Neifield, Philadelphia District Attorney Larry Krasner and Philadelphia Chief Public Defender Keir Bradford-Grey should regularly observe preliminary arraignment hearings to see firsthand the unfairness inherent in the current system and monitor implementation of any reform initiatives.
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**Codes:**


Phila M.C.R. Crim. P., A.C.M., Sec., 8.01(a)
Contact Information
Name: ______________________________________________
Email (optional): ______________________________________

Hearing Information
Date: _______________________________________________
Magistrate name (if available): ____________________________
Start time: ___________________________________________
End time: ___________________________________________
# of Hearings: _______________________________________

Optional Demographics
Your race: ____________________________________________
Your gender: _________________________________________
Your age: ____________________________________________

In-Court Tracking
If you feel compelled and are able to, please record outcomes of the bail hearings you watch and a
general description of the charges using the table on the next page. Use a single table row for each
hearing you observe, as space permits. This is not meant for data collection, so do not worry about
capturing everything; this is intended to provide a structured space to highlight any bail hearings
with outcomes that you find interesting or surprising.

For your reference, here are the types of bail the magistrate can set:
1. **Release On Recognizance (ROR):** the defendant just has to sign a document promising to
   return for his court date.
2. **Release on Nonmonetary Conditions:** the magistrate can release the defendant so long as he
   checks in with Pretrial Services on a regular basis or enters a rehab or therapy program.
3. **Release on Unsecured Bail Bond or “Sign-on Bond” (SOB):** the magistrate lets the defendant
   leave jail without putting up any money. If the defendant does not appear for his court date,
   however, the court will come after him to collect the bail amount.
4. **Release on Nominal Bail:** the defendant is released on cash bail, but the bail is set at just a
   few dollars, and some other designated person, organization, or bail agency is made responsible
   for making sure the defendant appears for his court date.
5. **Release on a Monetary Condition:** the magistrate sets a level of cash bail that is “reasonable” and
   takes into consideration the defendant’s ability to pay.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Note</th>
<th>Tally</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charges</th>
<th>Charges</th>
<th>Charges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defendant's perceived race/gender</td>
<td>Defendant's income and expenses</td>
<td>Defendant's characteristics (e.g. criminal history and factors other than mental health or family relationships)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defendant's ties to the community, family relationships, or factors other than criminal history and charges</td>
<td>Defendant considers explicitly</td>
<td>Magistrate considers explicitly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of bail and amount set (if applicable)</th>
<th>Public Defender advocates on behalf of defendant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Defrauded Magistrate

Explicitly considers defendant's income and expenses, ties to the community, family relationships, or factors other than criminal history and charges.
Post-Observation Reflection

Your reflections can serve as a powerful advocacy tool. Quotes from this reflection may be used anonymously for promotional purposes on our website or social media. If you have any concerns with your comments being shared please indicate so here.

Please complete this form while the observation is still fresh in your mind, or submit via our Google form.

How often did the public defender say something on behalf of the defendant? 1 is “never” and 5 is “always.” (Please include reflections in addition to rating)

1 2 3 4 5
Never Always
Comments:

In general, were defendants’ questions/concerns addressed, if they had any? 1 is “never” and 5 is “always.” (Please include reflections in addition to rating)

1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Never Always
Comments:

Did the magistrate seem to consider defendants’ abilities to pay in setting bail? 1 is “never” and 5 is “always.” (Please include reflections in addition to rating)

1 2 3 4 5
Never Always
Comments:

In your opinion, is this process fair to defendants? 1 is “unfair” and 5 is “fair.” (Please include reflections in addition to rating)

1 2 3 4 5
Unfair Fair
Comments:
What do you think about the amount of time the magistrate took to consider each case?

What do you think about the use of video conference for bail hearings?

Did you understand what was happening/do you think defendants understood what was happening?

What follow-up questions do you have?

This is space for general thoughts/ reflections. What stood out about your experience? What surprised you? How are you feeling about it? Did any individual hearing stand out?

How to submit this form:
1. Fill it out electronically via https://tinyurl.com/bailwatch
2. If a Philadelphia Bail Watch coordinator is present, submit directly to them.
3. Snap a photo and email it to info@phillybailfund.org or text to (267) 961-3391.
4. Mail to us at Philadelphia Bail Fund, Inc, P.O. Box 22316, Philadelphia, PA 19110
5. If you are part of a group, submit to your group leader.

To learn more about the Philadelphia Bail Fund, visit www.phillybailfund.org
To learn more about Pennsylvanians for Modern Courts, visit www.pmconline.org